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Vielä kurssien laajuudesta...
Course credits revisited...

 My original invitation e-mail (in Finnish) said that the 
introductory course consist of only lectuers and essay

 However lectures + exercises + essay (3-5 pages) are 
required (as told in the lecture 1 slides)

 And vice versa for the advanced course

 (Found out the credit amounts only after the invitation) 



Kirjoitusjärjestelmistä
Of writing systems

 We'll focus on latin alphabet only in this course

 However, I'll talk a little bit about
 Other writing systems
 Graphemes in computers
 Linearity



Saneistus
Tokenization

 Division of input text into tokens (sane), whitespaces and 
punctuation (välimerkit)

 Punctuation does not have phoneme-level representation, 
but it may offers clues for pausing and intonation

 Non-latin writing systems may not use puntuation



Lauseiden lukemisesta
Sentences (intonation)

 Typically TTS engines are build to read sentence-sized 
units.

 This may be suboptimal for some domains, eg. E-books

 The intonation of a paragraph is different from the 
intonation of n separate sentences...

 TTS engine can reproduce only those phenomena that 
appeat in the underlying speech database



Dividing longer texts into sentences

 Typically straight-forward splitting process, using 
characters like '.', '!' and '?'

 However...
 [..] taitavan naisohjaajan [..] I. Douksjan käsialaa
  [..] Hessenin prinssi Karl Friedrich oli nyt oleva Väinö I. 

Samana päivänä [..] keisari Wilhelm II erosi [..]
 Ilomantsi osallistuu 16. Karelia-soutuun kuntaveneessä
 [..] friisiläisten lehmien määrä on 8. Sarjan voittokarja tuli 

Nilsiästä



Atypical examples

 Things might belong together in spite of whitespaces
 In spite of
 1 000 000
 ...

 Also the lack of whitespaces does not mean single word
 R2D2
 Risto-Matti
 Subtv
 jne



Non-standard words

 Typically there is a straight-forward correlation between 
the ortographical and phonetic form of a given word

 Exceptions: numbers, abbreviations and, say, smileys

 Exceptions need to be normalized before the grapheme-
to-phoneme rules can be applies



Abbreviations

 Reading them letter-by-letter is typically acceptable (more 
so in Finnish than in English) 

 Some need to be expanded:
 n. 5 metriä

 Sometimes it's had to tell whether a letter sequence is an 
abbreviation

 HOK vs SAK (in Finnish)

 Agreement with the head noun
 Finnish examples: ns., em., ko.



A curious Finnish example

 ...where interpretations affects both pausing and 
phonemes

 Tillst r öm olikin 1996 mm. Aust r alian avointen 

puolivälier issä

 Sen kaliiper i on 20 mm. Se on sileäpiippuinen [...]



Numbers (Finnish issues)

 Agreement with the head noun
 5 euroa
 5 euron
 5 Australian dollarilla

 Ordinal + sentence marker vs cardinal
 Siellä hän oli suurpujottelussa 14. ja pujottelussa 24.

 Also dates:
 Näin kävi itselleni 14.2. Tuupovaarassa
 Hakuaika [..] päättyy 7.4. Yhteishaussa on mukana [..]



How to read...

 The man (and he certainly was one!) just said, “Maybe. I'll 
see. I can't promise.” (Dutoit 1997)

 Menimme laivalla LEMILLE..
 Menimme LAIVALLA Lemille.

 ;-)



Morphological analysis

 Produces (all) the linguistic interpretations of a token

 Does not resolve ambiguities: veronalainen

 Finds compounds which helps
 Syllabification: asianajaja
 Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion: flathead
 Stressing (secondary stress in Finnish) (employee)
 Morphophonological phenomena: hernekeitto


 Helps intonation (substantives and adjectives are often 

stressed more than verbs, let alone pronouns) (content 
and function words)



Syntactic parsing

 Disambiguation of multiple interpretations
 Helps identifiying content and function words (the distinction 

may  affectthe placement of sentence stress):

- Finnish: häntä, teille
 Identification of homographs

- English lead

- Finnish: 'Anna palaa'

- Swedish: banan

 Intonation and pausing (phrase breaks)



Semantic disambiguation

 Sentence stress

 Random syllabification and stressing issues: veronalainen

 Hack: Don't stress the most common words in a language

 Hack: Don't stress the words that you have already seen



Grapheme to phoneme conversion: 
pronunciation dictionary

 Pronunciation dictionary
 Covers at least irregular words

- English: sword
 May contain information about Parts-of-Speech (POS), 

syllabification and stress
 Case: CMUDICT

- More than 100 000 entries
 Case: Unisyn

- One dictionary for multiple English dialects

- Abstact meta-phonemes

- Rules to convert meta-phonemes to various dialects



Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion: rules

 Rule-based approach is used when the word is not found in a 

pronunciation dictionary



 Rules can be manually written or automatically trained
 Rule-based example: 

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~awb/papers/ESCA98_lts.pdf

 Finnish writing is very regular, many systems don't seem to use 

a pronunciation dictionary at all...



Where we are now...
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